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The human body Cooking
And loads more

In Science this term pupils in
Ospreys class have been
learning about the human body.
They have been learning all
about the internal organs of the
body and how they function.
Pupils enjoyed making each of
the organs using dough and
exploring how they fit inside the
human body– they created each
organ with great attention to
detail.
Can you point to the liver on
our body models ?

Pupils then split
into two teams and
had to work
together to decide
where each bone
went in the body
and then label
each one. They
demonstrated
some great team
work to completed
their skeletons.

Ospreys also
completed an
experiment which
explored how the
digestive system works
using mushed up
digestive biscuits mixed
with water. They
explored what happens
to the food as it travels
through the digestive
system. It was a very
messy lesson but a
brilliant way of learning
all about the subject!

This term in food technology pupils
in Kites class have been developing
their independent skills by cooking
simple recipes. They all looked at
lots of different recipes and tried
some to see which foods they liked.
Finally pupils voted for their
favourite recipes. The winners were;
omelettes, muffins, flatbread pizza,
chicken wraps, toad in the hole,
sandwiches, biscuits and pasties.

In Creative Curriculum this half term pupils in Owls class have been
learning about different cultures from around the world. They have
recognised the different foods as well as clothing and religions.
At the end of the topic pupils explored British culture and the
similarities / differences between Britain and other countries. They
identified the colours of the Union Jack flag and the countries that
make up Great Britain. They also enjoyed trying the different foods
that are associated with Britain as well as learning about the Royal
family and why they are important. Everyone enjoyed learning
about British culture.

This term pupils in Goshawks
class have been out and about
on lots of different trips in the
community.
They celebrated
Chinese New year by
dressing up and made
lanterns.

The young people in
Goshawks also
enjoyed a visit to
Bleakholt Animal
Sanctuary where
they got to see dogs,
cats and goats.

Pupils in Kestrels class
have been reading “The
Twits” by Roald Dahl in
class this term. They
explored the different
characters and revolting
recipes, making their
own horrible meals and
sensory plates of
disgusting food that they
would feed to Mr Twit.
Kestrels class teacher
Becky dressed up as
Mrs Twit and fed the
class worm pasta for
dinner to Mr Twit (Dale)
– complete with food and
dirt in his beard and
great big bushy eye
brows.

Pupils in Buzzards class have really enjoyed exploring the medicines
through history topic in Creative Curriculum this term. They explored
different herbal remedies and recreated their own smelly and potent
concoctions, matching them to the symptoms and treatments of the
plague. Their favourite part was making their own exploding buboes
which they enjoyed popping!

Buzzards enjoyed a class trip to Manchester Science and Industry
Museum, they liked looking at all the different old vehicles and
managed to watch a big wheel being turned. They absolutely loved
all of the experiments you could take part in upstairs and they want
to try and recreate some of our own at school.

This term pupils in Merlins class
went on an exciting visit to
Manchester. All pupils travelled to
Manchester on the train and the
tram, some pupils had never been
on public transport before. They
were very excited about getting on
the train and really enjoyed
themselves. They then went and
visited the Manchester Science and
Industry Museum where they
participated in lots of practical and
fun experiences.

Eight pupils from Birtenshaw school had the opportunity to
take part in an Inclusive Sports Festival on 06 March 2018 at
David Lloyd’s Gym in Bolton. They were given the opportunity
to participate in sports such as Boccia, New Age Kurling,
Tennis and Goalball in a non-competitive, friendly
environment. The festival was designed to help pupils
increase their confidence and inspire them to become more
active. The festival gave all the schools involved information
about the different types of support they could receive if they
entered the Greater Manchester School Games. This is
where some of the young people at Birtenshaw could
potentially represent Bolton.

This term the whole school café was organised by pupils in Merlins
class. The young people in Merlins thought of their own menu –
including items they have been practising making with staff during
Food Technology lessons. The young people chose to make a variety
of cakes, pastries, jellies and offered hot and cold drinks, supported by
staff to serve, exchange money and tidy up after their customers. The
boys in Merlins put on a lovely afternoon for young people and staff.
Well done Merlins!

During the week of the 12th March at Birtenshaw School we
had Science Week. We dedicated three afternoons of the
week to three different topics in Science. We had Magnetic
Monday, Weather Wednesday and Funky Friday!
Each afternoon had lots of different experiments relating to
its theme. For Magnetic Monday we had experiments such
as magnetic car racing, magnetic painting, making
magnetic slime and looking at how different liquid impacts
a magnet.
Weather Wednesday consisted of experiments such as
making rain, a hurricane, a tornado and fog in a jar.
Finally on funky Friday we tried crazy experiments like
elephant’s toothpaste, erupting volcanos, glow in the dark
rainbow balls, floating eggs and glow in the dark sand. Two
of the most popular experiments of the week were making
rain in a jar and making elephant’s toothpaste.

This term young people and staff from Birtenshaw
School Bolton have been visiting Birtenshaw’s brand
new school which has opened in Merseyside, giving all
of the amazing new facilities there a test run!
The school has:
Sensory integration room
Rebound therapy room
Multi-sensory dark room
25m hydro-therapy pool with multi-sensory sound
and light system
Soft play area
The latest technologies in the classrooms such as
touchscreens and iPads!
After some fun days at the new school, all young people
and staff think the young people who come to
Birtenshaw Merseyside are going to have a fantastic
time there.

Some young people have taken part in work experience this
term. One of the placements which was set up was at
Landlords Farm, a stables where young people were
involved in the day to day tasks of looking after horses.
Young people took part in caring for the horses, grooming
them and looking after the equipment needed for horse
riding, mucking out the stables and feeding the horses. The
young people really enjoyed their time at Landlords Farm
and are looking forward to their next work experience
placements.

On 27/03/18 we set up a Youth MP Voting Day, all
young people across the school were able to vote
for their favourite candidate in this year’s elections
for Bolton Youth MP. We held a whole school
assembly explaining the process of how to vote
and looked at what each of the candidates wanted
to put in place if they were to be voted as Bolton
Youth MP. Most classes then went away to look in
more detail about the candidates and talked about
who they felt they wanted to vote for. On the
morning of the voting day a polling station was set
up in the hall and all classes were given the
opportunity to come and make their vote and post
it into the ballot box.

Young people from Kestrels and Ospreys class have been taking
part in Travel Training on Wednesday mornings. During their
sessions they have been learning about how to keep safe when
travelling on public transport, identifying people who can help to
keep us safe and help us and how to travel appropriately. One of
the sessions involved getting on the bus and travelling to town to
explore to local bus station. Everyone enjoyed it and used all of the
knowledge they had learned in previous sessions to travel safely.

